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have been applied worldwide, the nature of how these
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adapted cross‐culturally.

therapies (CBTs) for posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD)
Western‐based interventions are applied in diverse settings
has varied. This paper systematically reviewed the literature
on how trauma‐focused CBTs have been applied and
Method: A systematic review of studies that discuss the
process of cultural adaptation of trauma‐focused CBTs.
Results: Seventeen papers were included and varied in the
comprehensiveness of the adaptation process. Two studies
stated that a theoretical framework was followed. Almost
one‐third of the studies did not report whether local
stakeholders were involved in the process of application.
Fifteen studies examined the efficacy of the adaptations and
the results were positive, but the methodology and quality
varied.
Conclusion: There are inconsistencies in how trauma‐
focused CBTs are culturally adapted. A systematic approach
to the transportation of such therapies would enable greater
investigation into the necessity and efficacy of such
adaptations.
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1 | INTRODUCTION
Traumatic events are pervasive, with data estimating that 70% or more of the population worldwide have experienced a
traumatic event in their lifetime (Benjet, Bromet, Karam, & Kessler, 2016). There are differences in how different
cultural groups define psychological reactions to trauma, reflecting the diversity of clinical presentations, as well as
clinicians’ perceptions of this complicated phenomena (Shalev, Liberzon, & Marmar, 2017). Bearing this in mind,
posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) is considered the most prevalent psychological outcome following exposure to a
traumatic event (Shalev et al., 2017), and it is considered a global burden, with prevalence rates ranging from 1.3% to
37.4%, depending on the specific population and the nature of the traumatic exposure (Van Ameringen, Mancini,
Patterson, & Boyle, 2008). Moreover, with the current influx of people who endorse traumatic events in their home
countries or on their way to immigrate to another, there is a growing need for adapting evidence‐based therapies (EBTs)
for PTSD for populations of non‐Westerners (Giammusso et al., 2018). PTSD is characterized by intrusion symptoms
(e.g., flashbacks, distressing dreams), persistent avoidance of stimuli associated with the traumatic event, negative
alterations in cognitions and moods (e.g., persistent negative emotional state), and alterations in arousal and reactivity
(e.g., sleep disturbances; American Psychiatric Association, 2013). If not treated, this condition can develop into a
chronic and severe mental illness (Kessler, 2000; Van Ameringen et al., 2008).
Tremendous resources have been invested into developing and testing EBTs for trauma‐related mental health
problems, mostly in Western countries. Trauma‐focused cognitive‐behavioral therapies (CBTs) have emerged as a gold
standard in PTSD treatment (Foa, Keane, Friedman, & Cohen, 2009). Trauma‐focused CBTs are defined as interventions
that include a systematic focus on processing trauma memories. This collection of therapies has been recommended as
front‐line psychotherapy for PTSD across treatment guidelines (American Psychological Association, 2017; Centre for
Posttraumatic Mental Health, 2013; Foa et al., 2009; National Institute for Health & Care Excellence, 2005). Widely
researched trauma‐focused CBT packages include cognitive processing therapy (CPT; Resick, Monson, & Chard, 2008),
prolonged exposure (PE; Foa, Hembree, & Rothbaum, 2007), and trauma‐focused CBT (TF‐CBT; Cohen, Mannarino, &
Deblinger, 2006), an intervention developed for children. These treatments are typically brief and manualized and can
be implemented in group or individual formats (Foa et al., 2009). Consistent across the various trauma‐focused CBTs,
stimulus confrontation is included (Seidler & Wagner, 2006), and can be induced in vivo or imaginatively, and some
include cognitive interventions aimed at reappraisal of traumatic events and targeting of problematic cognitions that are
either reinforced or formed as a consequence of traumatization.
The issue of transporting EBTs to new cultural environments has emerged as particularly relevant in the area of
trauma, given the rise in global efforts to provide disaster relief to cultures affected by trauma such as war and
natural disaster. To address the global burden of PTSD and to help the thousands of trauma victims worldwide,
trauma‐focused CBTs have been implemented in non‐Western cultures (where they were originally developed) and
found to be efficacious (e.g., Asukai, Saito, Tsuruta, Kishimoto, & Nishikawa, 2010; Bolton et al., 2014). These
interventions have been applied to diverse cultures outside of (e.g., Asukai et al., 2010) and within North America
(e.g., Goodkind, Lanoue, & Milford, 2010). Although trauma‐focused CBTs have been widely implemented in
cultures other than the ones in which they were developed, the application of therapies to cultures outside of the
ones in which they were developed raises a number of important questions. There is an ongoing tension between
the need to tailor EBTs to the ideographic culture of a specific population, and the need to maintain a systematic,
structured approach that adheres to the therapy protocol to implement evidence‐based interventions (Bernal,
Jiménez‐Chafey, & Domenech‐Rodríguez, 2009). Therefore, one of the most pertinent questions that arise in
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treating PTSD across cultures is how adaptations to the EBT can be made to render the therapy culturally
appropriate for the new setting, while maintaining fidelity to the therapy protocol shown to be efficacious. The
current paper is a systematic review of the literature on the application of trauma‐focused CBTs to diverse cultural
settings to understand the process of how these therapies are being applied cross‐culturally at present. It provides
information on potential strengths and areas of further growth in this important field of clinical research.

2 | C U L T U R A L A D A P T A T I O N S O F PS Y C H O T H E R A P I E S
Cultural adaptation of psychotherapy is defined as “… the systematic modification of an EBT or intervention
protocol to consider language, culture, and context in such a way that it is compatible with the client’s cultural
patterns, meanings and values” (Bernal et al., 2009, p. 362). Of note, cultural adaptations are distinguished from
cultural competence, a term that relates to the provider’s characteristics (Bernal et al., 2009).
Research (e.g. Bernal et al., 2009; Griner & Smith, 2006) and recent meta‐analyses (e.g., McMullen, O’Callaghan,
Shannon, Black, & Eakin, 2013) suggest that culturally adapted psychotherapy is associated with better outcomes for
ethnic and racial minorities living in Western societies compared with conventional psychotherapy, but the decision about
how to culturally adapt trauma‐focused interventions is consistently debated (see Bernal et al., 2009). For example, some
researchers emphasize the limited evidence that supports the efficacy of EBTs with minority populations (e.g., Cardemil,
Reivich, & Seligman, 2002; Weersing & Weisz, 2002) and others argue that adapting EBTs may compromise the fidelity
and effectiveness of the interventions (Bernal et al., 2009). This approach calls for the development of “tailor made”
interventions specifically fit to the local cultural environment. Moreover, researchers transporting trauma‐focused CBTs
have had varying levels and definitions of cultural adaptations. For example, Asukai et al. (2010) described the efficacy of
implementing PE therapy for Japanese clients, but the only cultural adaptation made was translation of the relevant
materials. Alternatively, some researchers emphasize the need for broader cross‐cultural adjustments. For example,
Whealin et al. (2017) presented positive therapeutic outcomes of a combination of TF‐CBT with a Pacific Island holistic
approach to health care, that emphasized wellness of mind, body, and spirituality, provided for Korean War veterans.
There is scant literature outlining the process of when and how to implement and adapt trauma‐focused CBTs to
meet the needs of individuals with PTSD in different cultures, rendering the decision about whether to change elements
of the original therapy or not an open question for researchers and clinicians to explore (e.g., Bernal et al., 2009). Thus
far there have been no studies that have critically reviewed the literature on if or how trauma‐focused CBTs have been
culturally adapted, and how researchers determined whether specific cultural adaptations were necessary. Systematic
understanding of how cultural adaptations are made and the considerations that led researchers and clinicians to make
these adaptations to original therapies could help future decision‐making regarding adaptation processes and might
support successful implementation and research of such therapies in the future.

3 | FRAMEW ORKS OF C UL TURAL ADA PTA TION S
Although no specific framework exists with regard to cultural adaptations of trauma‐focused CBTs, several
frameworks for culturally adapting psychotherapies more generally have been used to guide this process (Gonzalez
Castro, Barrera, & Holleran Steiker, 2010). These frameworks are aimed to facilitate a systematic, data‐driven
process for researchers to determine if an EBT should be adapted, how it should be adapted, and how to examine
the effect of the adaptations on outcomes (Gonzalez Castro et al., 2010). These frameworks are also intended to
ensure that adaptation processes are well‐documented and replicable.
Existing frameworks can be organized based on “bottom‐up” (Hwang, 2009) or “top‐down” approaches (Bernal,
Bonilla, & Bellido, 1995; Domenech‐Rodriguez & Wieling, 2004; Hwang, 2006) to cultural adaptations. Top‐down
approaches include the psychotherapy adaptation and modification framework proposed by Hwang (2006) and the
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ecological validity model (Bernal et al., 1995) and its expansions (Domenech‐Rodriguez & Wieling, 2004). These
approaches suggest specific dimensions of interventions (e.g., language, metaphors, content, concepts, goals,
methods, context) that could be considered when determining cultural adaptations for specific groups. These are
considered to be theoretically driven approaches. In contrast, bottom‐up approaches are data‐driven and aim to
understand whether there is a good or poor fit between the EBT and the community, and whether cultural
adaptations are necessary to some or all aspects of that therapy (Lau, 2006). Across the different bottom‐up
approaches, there is widespread agreement that adaptations should be systematic, documented, and tested, and
should follow one of the theoretically grounded stage models (see Gonzalez Castro et al., 2010 for an overview).
The most common frameworks for bottom‐up adaptations of psychotherapy to a new cultural setting follow a
stage model. Although several slightly different stage models have been proposed, most of them involve an initial
step of information gathering to determine the needs and concerns of the specific community. During this phase,
the clinicians and/or researchers determine whether there are existing treatments to address the specific cultural
needs of the community, and the types of adaptations that may be necessary (Barrera & Gonzalez‐Castro, 2006;
Gonzalez Castro et al., 2010; Hwang, 2009). It is recommended that this stage involve engagement with key
stakeholders in the local community (e.g., local therapists/healthcare providers, consumers, religious leaders,
teachers), literature reviews, and quantitative surveys to assess characteristics and preferences of potential
participants, and qualitative interviews with experts and potential participants who have already gained experience
within the targeted culture (Barrera & Gonzalez‐Castro, 2006). Across all frameworks, it is within the information
gathering stage where decisions are made as to whether cultural adaptations are warranted. Again, there are slight
variations across the cultural adaptations frameworks, but the subsequent stages typically involve training of local
therapists, preliminary tests of the intervention and adaptations, and adaptation refinements (see Gonzalez Castro
et al., 2010 for review of different models).
An important consideration within these frameworks is determining the need for cultural adaptations.
Following their experience in adaptation of a Western EBT to a non‐Western culture, Domenech‐Rodriguez,
Baumann and Schwartz (2009) suggested eight main domains, which clinicians and researchers should examine
within therapies while considering the need for cultural adaptations for an established therapeutic protocol. These
include language (translation of the materials to the local language); persons (identifying which culture and/or
subculture the therapy will be targeted toward); metaphors (adding, replacing, or modifying metaphors of the
therapy to enhance communication between therapists and consumers of the intervention); content (modifying the
content of the therapy to cultural values and norms of the culture/subculture); concept (reaching consensus about
how problems will be conceptualized and possible, culturally appropriate ways of coping with them); goals
(addressing therapy goals in a culturally competent manner); methods (modifying the methods of evaluating the
therapy, such as symptom change); and context (relating to broader aspects of the therapeutic intervention,
including relations among family/friends and issues of stigma). Considering possible alterations in light of such a
framework is thought to enhance the cultural appropriateness of the intervention. This step is suggested as a
preliminary stage, before deciding upon specific adaptations that will be further evaluated according to a data‐
driven stage model.
Within the aforementioned frameworks, the types of cultural adaptations that can be made broadly fall along
two dimensions (Resnicow, Soler, Braithwaite, Ahluwalia, & Butler, 2000): surface structure adaptations and deep
structure adaptations. Surface structure adaptations are changes made to an original EBT’s materials or activities
that are observable, and made to superficial aspects of a specific culture, such as language. Deep structure
adaptations involve incorporating the cultural, social, historical, environmental, and psychological factors that
influence the health behaviors of members of a targeted population. Although surface adaptations, such as
language translations, are often necessary when transporting therapies to a different culture, determining when
deep adaptations are warranted and necessary, remains an important question for researchers. Deep structural
changes have the potential to fundamentally change the nature and active ingredients of intervention, including
case conceptualization and session structure.
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Although these comprehensive frameworks exist, it remains unclear whether researchers follow them when
transporting EBTs. Information on whether these frameworks were followed is important to understand the need
for the specific adaptations, and determine whether researchers gave the best possible solution for that need. This
way, knowledge can accumulate and inform future decisions regarding whether other processes should be
implemented to improve the application of interventions cross‐culturally.

4 | AIMS
The current study systematically reviewed studies whereby trauma‐focused CBTs have been implemented in
cultures outside of the ones in which they were developed, and cultural adaptations have been considered or
implemented. Specifically, this paper aimed to review the processes researchers have used to determine if cultural
adaptations are necessary, and if so, which adaptations were made. The methods described in these papers where
therapies were implemented outside of their culture of origin were compared to the theoretical models (e.g.,
Barrera & Gonzalez‐Castro, 2006; Lau, 2006; Wingood & DiClemente, 2008) proposed in Gonzalez Castro et al.
(2010). The following specific research questions were explored: (a) How was the need for cultural adaptations
determined?; (b) What were the stages of adapting the trauma‐focused therapies to the new culture? Was the
process of cultural adaptation theoretically or data‐driven?; (c) What adaptations were made and were these
surface or deep level adaptations?; (d) Was there empirical evidence to support the therapy adaptation? Of note,
the current review was not aimed at examining the efficacy of culturally adapted trauma‐focused therapies but
rather focused on the process of how the therapy was adapted.

5 | METHOD
5.1 | Procedure and data sources
A systematic literature search was conducted using keywords in MEDLINE/Pubmed (1966–2019) and PsycINFO
(1887–2019). These are the default years for the search engines and to ensure inclusivity of all possible literature,
these default dates were not changed. Of note, the searches only yielded studies published after 1980. These two
databases were also chosen because cumulatively they cover the scope of clinical intervention research (>30
million citations cumulatively between these databases; Falagas, Pitsouni, Malietzis, & Pappas, 2008) and
preliminary searches in other databases (e.g., SCOPUS) did not yield novel citations not already included in these
two databases. The following search terms were entered into the “all text” search box: (“Trauma‐focused” OR
“Trauma‐focused therapy” OR “Trauma therapy” OR “trauma‐focused cognitive) AND (“Post‐traumatic stress
disorder” OR “PTSD” OR “Posttraumatic stress disorder” OR “Posttraumatic stress) AND (“Cultural adaptation” OR
“Culture specific” OR “Culture adaptation” OR “Adaptation” Or “Culturally adapted treatment” OR “Culturally
adapted therapy”). In addition to the computer search, manual searches were performed using reference lists from
all included and relevant papers. A forward search was also conducted whereby studies that cited the studies
included in this review were searched for relevance for inclusion.

5.2 | Selection criteria
All identified titles and abstracts were screened and reviewed for relevance by two authors (NE and SS). When
there were disagreements about whether to include a study, a third author (RD) was consulted and made a final
decision (this only occurred with two papers). Peer‐reviewed journal articles, book chapters, study registries, study
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protocols, and dissertations were included to ensure comprehensive review of the literature. Studies that met the
following inclusion criteria were included in the current review: (a) the intervention being culturally adapted or
under consideration for cultural adaptation is trauma‐focused (i.e., focuses on trauma memories and trauma
reminders) and uses CBT techniques (e.g., cognitive interventions, behavioral exposures); (b) the specific culture for
which the manual was adapted was specified; (c) at least one aspect of the process of transporting the therapy to
the new culture was described (e.g., translating the manual into a new language, meetings with key stakeholders to
determine possible cultural adaptations); and (d) the study focused on transporting and/or adapting a therapy
manual. Studies could include participants of any age (e.g., children and/or adults).
Studies were excluded if cultural adaptations to therapy were discussed in general, but adaptations to a specific
trauma‐focused manual were not outlined (i.e., papers that referred to CBT in general). Similarly, if the cultural
adaptations made to a certain therapy were outlined, but the process of how the adaptations were decided upon or
determined as appropriate were not included in the study, the study was excluded from the current review. In
addition, studies were excluded if only the process of adapting or translating assessment measures was described
but cultural adaptations to a therapy manual were not discussed. The purpose of this paper was to review cultural
adaptations to a therapy geared toward a specific culture, rather than idiographic characteristics. Thus, case studies
were also excluded because it would be difficult to parse out if the adaptations made to therapy with one individual
were idiographic adaptations or cultural adaptations to the therapy that can be considered nomothetic. Finally,
studies that describe developing new interventions for a specific culture were excluded even if they were
developed based on principles of former EBTs, as they are not dealing with the process of culturally adapting a pre‐
existing therapy manual.

5.3 | Data extraction
After screening for relevance, full papers were examined. Three coders (two of them PhD Level researchers
[Shorer, Shoval‐Zuckerman], and one, a PhD Candidate [Ennis]) analyzed the papers, using an online Microsoft
Excel form to share their outcomes and findings. Each paper was reviewed by two of the above listed coders (Ennis,
Shorer, Shoval‐Zuckerman). Data on the characteristics of the study and intervention being transported to a new
culture (e.g., type of therapy, description of therapy) were extracted, including the population for whom the therapy
was adapted. To determine whether adaptations fell in line with recommendations from the prominent stage
models (e.g., Barrera & Gonzalez‐Castro, 2006; Wingood & DiClemente, 2008), data on the following aspects were
extracted: Who were the stakeholders or groups involved in the cultural transportation and adaptation process?
How did stakeholders determine whether cultural adaptations were necessary? What were the steps involved in
the process of adapting the intervention? Was there training for local professionals? Was the efficacy of the initial
adaptations tested and what were the findings? Were the adaptations further refined, based on testing? Were the
changes surface or deep cultural adaptations? (See Table 1). If multiple articles were based on the same study, only
the ones that described the adaptation process were included.
Data synthesis (Lisy & Porritt, 2016) was used to construct the major theoretical themes that stem from the
data. The first three authors used multi‐perspective triangulation (Flick, 1992) to ensure a comprehensive and
thorough understanding of the materials and the trends was achieved. Specifically, two authors independently
extracted data from each paper. After coding the articles (as described above), the three coders conducted axial
coding between the findings (Patton, 2015), in which significant relationships between the parameters pertaining to
the cross‐cultural adaptations of evidence‐based treatments were sought. For example, by comparing the findings,
we looked for contradictions, or complementary ideas between the different articles. This led to grouping of
findings into meaning units, or “themes.” This process was done while moving back and forth between the data,
proposing theoretical conceptualizations and refining them in light of the rest of the findings (Flick, 1992; Lisy &
Porritt, 2016). Once obtained, the main themes were presented to the rest of the research team, who critically
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description

Materials translated
to Spanish; Less
educated
participants were
allowed to write
one‐word answers
and draw thoughts
and feelings

Three individual
sessions were
added to help
develop trauma
narrative;
integrated local
examples and
analogies

visited the girl’s
guardians to re‐
establish contact,
reduce stigma, and
foster family
acceptance. Trauma
narratives were
done individually

Aspects of therapy
adapted

Not needed

Adaptation
refinement

|
(Continues)

Yes; Attempt
Yes
was made to
determined
efficacy but due
to barriers with
the treatment
could not be
explored

Yes; Improved
scores on all
outcomes (grief
symptoms,
posttraumatic
stress) at post
treatment, 3‐
and 12‐month
follow‐ups

3‐month follow‐
up

Was efficacy of
adapted version
tested? Findings
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CPT; Latinos in
the US

Valentine
et al. (2017)

14

2

CPT; Bosnian
refugees

Schulz et al.
(2006)

Quality
rating

Child‐centered
16
play therapy
(CCPT) & TF‐
CBT; Refugees in
the US (general
refugee
populations, no
specific culture)

Original
psychotherapy;
culture/setting in
which therapy
was implemented

(Continued)

Schottelkorb
et al. (2012)

Study

TABLE 1

NR

Stakeholders
involved

Based on review of
local clinic data,
semi‐structured
interviews with
providers in
community health

Clinicians from
the community

Examples based on
Clinicians who
clinician experience delivered the
with treatment but
intervention
no information
about how
clinicians decided
upon adaptations

NR

How did the
researchers decide
adaptations were
needed?
Surface/
Deep
adaptation

Followed Barrera
et al.’s (2013)
stage model: 1)
researchers
studied the
needs of the

Surface

Translations of
Deep and
materials and
surface
feasibility study,
as well as
checking the need
for interpreters in
CPT for Bosnian
refugees

RCT of two
Surface
psychotherapies
provided for
children refugeesa

Process
description
No

Was efficacy of
adapted version
tested? Findings

Language, examples,
and some
homework
assignments

Yes; Qualitative
evaluation was
made. Findings
supported the
need for cross‐
cultural

Added relaxation
Yes; Results
and stress
demonstrated
management
that CPT was
techniques; trauma
highly effective
account was oral;
in both settings
trauma account
(with and
delayed until after
without
relaxation
interpreters’
techniques were
help)
learned, and did not
typically start with
the worst trauma;
clients engaged in
in vivo exposure;
use of interpreters

Translation when
needed, added
traditional dolls to
play therapy room,
tailored
psychoeducation to
refugee children

Aspects of therapy
adapted
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Yes

No

Not needed

Adaptation
refinement
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Original
psychotherapy;
culture/setting in
which therapy
was implemented

(Continued)

Quality
rating

Whealin et al. Reaching out to
11
(2017)
Educate and
Assist Caring,
Healthy Families;
Veterans in the
Pacific Island

Study

TABLE 1

Literature reviews,
focus group and
survey data to
assess unique
needs of the
culture

centers, and review
of the literature

How did the
researchers decide
adaptations were
needed?
community 2)
translated the
manual, 3) pilot
tested the
translated manual;
4) developed new
manual based on
data from pilot
testing; 5) pilot
tested adapted
version

Process
description

Surface/
Deep
adaptation

Clients,
Assessment,
Deep &
members of the selection,
surface
client’s cultural
preparation, and
community,
pilot according to
and clinicians
“Map of the
experienced in
adaptation
working with
process five stage
the clients
model” (McKleroy
et al., 2006)

Stakeholders
involved
refinement of
the protocol

Was efficacy of
adapted version
tested? Findings

Adaptation
refinement

|
(Continues)

Incorporated
Yes; PTSD
In future
elements of Pacific
symptoms
paper
Island holistic
assessment was
approach to health
not reported.
care including more
Relationship
collectivistic
quality scores
orientation;
and family
incorporated
caregiver
communication style burden scores
of “talk story” and
significantly
placed more time on improved post
this technique;
intervention
simplified language
and modified “fun”
activities;
therapists did more
self‐disclosure

Aspects of therapy
adapted
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My Trauma
Recovery (MTR);
Urban and rural
Chinese adults

Original
psychotherapy;
culture/setting in
which therapy
was implemented

(Continued)

19

Quality
rating

By testing for the
efficacy of the
treatment

How did the
researchers decide
adaptations were
needed?
None

Stakeholders
involved

Surface/
Deep
adaptation

Translation of
Surface
protocol with only
minimal changes
of language and
pictures. Provided
some minimal
help for rural
users who were
not familiar with
internet use.
Tested efficacy

Process
description
Translation, some
pictures were
changed

Aspects of therapy
adapted
Yes; Outcomes
were assessed
for each
treatment
module and
findings varied
based on
module

Was efficacy of
adapted version
tested? Findings
No

Adaptation
refinement

Abbreviations: CPT, cognitive processing therapy; DRC, Democratic Republic of Congo; NA, not applicable; NR, not reported; PE, prolonged exposure therapy; RCT, randomized
controlled trial.
a
RCTs conducted with original, non‐adapted manuals (only language adaptations). The RCTs compared the non‐adapted versions of the interventions to other controls.

Wang et al.
(2016)

Study

TABLE 1
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reviewed them and added their perspectives. Agreements were reached through thoroughly discussing the relevant
issues, and there were no significant disagreements between the team members, who are the authors of the
current paper. The main meaning units presented in the current paper are the key ideas that link these findings
together.
For the purposes of this review, cultural adaptation was defined as adapting a therapy manual (i.e., did not
include cases where clinicians were trained in cultural competence so that they could tailor a manual to clients) and
culture refers to “a unique meaning and information system, shared by a group and transmitted across generations,
that allows the group to meet basic needs of survival, purpose, happiness and well‐being, and derive meaning from
life” (Matsumoto, & Juang, 2016; p. 8). There was no limitation for how distinct cultures were from the original
culture in which the intervention was developed. Surface adaptations were defined as changes made to an original
EBT’s materials or activities that were observable and made to superficial aspects of a specific culture (e.g.,
metaphors). Deep structure adaptations were defined as those addressing cultural, social, historical, environmental,
and psychological factors that could influence the target population’s mental health outcomes. Key stakeholders
were defined as any groups or individuals who had an interest, knowledge, experience, or role related to the culture
and/or therapy being adapted who were consulted or included in the adaptation process.

5.4 | Quality assessment
Each article was evaluated for methodological quality according to the Downs and Black (1998) Checklist. Two
authors were assigned to review each of the articles and the included papers were evenly assigned to all authors.
Any discrepancies were resolved by a third reviewer (another author). The checklist consists of 27 items that fall
into five subscales (reporting, external validity, bias, confounding, and power). Items on the checklist are scored 0 or
1 except for the item related to statistical power (in the original version this item is scored from 0 to 5). A modified
scoring system (see Trac et al., 2016) was used to evaluate whether power was calculated a priori (0 = no; 1 = yes).
According to this scale, a study can achieve a total score of 28, with higher scores indicating better quality. Scores
can be interpreted as follows: excellent (25–28), good (20–25), fair (15–19), poor (≤14). The Downs and Black
Checklist has good test–retest reliability (r = .88), interrater reliability (r = .75), and internal consistency
(Kruder–Richardson Formula 20 = .89; Downs & Black, 1998).

6 | RES U LTS
Databases searches yielded a total of 3,312 articles and reviews of reference lists of relevant papers yielded an
additional 44 articles (see Figure 1). Of these, 152 abstracts were screened and after abstract screening, 108 full
text articles were reviewed (i.e., 44 articles were excluded at the abstract level). Out of these, 17 studies met
criteria for inclusion. The most common reasons for exclusion were either that there was no cultural adaptation
process at all (in other words, the original protocol was used for treatment of the new population), or the authors
stated that a culturally adapted version of the intervention was used, but the process of how the manual was
adapted was not described.
The included studies presented a variety of CBTs that were implemented outside of their country or culture of
origin: seven studies presented implementation of TF‐CBT, five described cultural adaptations of CPT, and others
presented cultural adaptations of PE, and variations of cognitive‐behavioral interventions and narrative model
therapy. Quality of the articles according to the Downs and Black Checklist ranged from 1 to 27. The mean of
quality ratings was 14.88 (SD = 6.44), indicating that on average studies were of poor to fair quality. There was 95%
agreement between raters on the Downs and Black Checklist. The cultures in which the therapies were applied
varied and included different cultural groups within the same country where the therapy was developed
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Records identified through
database searching (n = 3312)

Records after
duplicates removed
(n = 2997)

Records excluded based on
title (i.e., not relevant, not
English) (n = 2845)

Abstracts screened
(n = 152)

Records excluded
(n = 44)
-No cultural adaptation or
consideration of cultural
adaptation (n =18)
-Therapy adapted but no
aspect of process described
(n = 23)
-Intervention not traumafocused (n = 3)

Full-text articles
assessed for eligibility
(n = 108)

Studies included in
qualitative synthesis
(n = 17)

FIGURE 1
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Additional records identified
through reference lists of
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Full-text articles excluded
(n = 91)
-No cultural adaptation or
consideration of cultural
adaptation (n = 44)
-Culturally adapted therapy
used but did not describe
cultural adaptation process,
(n = 23)
-Therapy not traumafocused (n = 15)
-Article not peer-reviewed
(n = 4)
-Intervention not
manualized (n = 3)
-PTSD not a treatment
target (n = 2)

Flow diagram of literature search [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

(e.g., Goodkind et al., 2010) and also different cultural groups in different countries from the therapy’s country of
origin (e.g., Damra, Nasser, & Ghabri, 2014). Findings from the included articles are further summarized according
to the above outlined steps and the five stages model of adaptation, as presented in Table 1.

6.1 | How was the need for cultural adaptations determined?
To understand whether cultural adaptations are necessary to an intervention, researchers (e.g., Barrera &
Gonzalez‐Castro, 2006; Lau, 2006) recommend the use of data‐driven techniques such as literature searches,
qualitative interviews with key stakeholders in the community, and quantitative data (e.g., surveys). In three papers
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(Bass et al., 2013; Lane, Myers, Hill, & Lane, 2016; Schottelkorb, Doumas, & Garcia, 2012), the process of
determining if cultural adaptations were necessary was not described. In eight papers, researchers (Asukai et al.,
2010; McMullen et al., 2013; Murray et al., 2013; O’Callaghan, McMullen, Shannon, Rafferty, & Black, 2013; Schulz,
Huber, & Resick, 2006; Wang, Wang, & Maercker, 2016) conducted trials of the treatments to determine
adaptations. Four of these trials (McMullen et al., 2013; Murray et al., 2013; O’Callaghan et al., 2013; Rodriguez,
2011; Schulz et al., 2006) involved the local therapists learning the interventions and evaluating the need for
adaptation based on their ongoing delivery of the intervention. In two of these papers (Asukai et al., 2010; Wang
et al., 2016), the efficacy of the original intervention was tested. Using data obtained from that intervention, the
researchers determined that surface or no adaptations were needed. In one study (Goodkind et al., 2010), the
authors stated that cultural adaptations were solely determined based on prior literature.
In summary, studies of cultural adaptations used varying methods to determine whether adaptations were
necessary, with a majority focusing on data‐driven techniques (i.e., collecting data to determine necessary
adaptations, asking local therapists delivering the treatment about their considerations).

6.2 | Stakeholders involved in adaptation process
Community stakeholders were described as involved in the adaptation process in eight papers (Bigfoot &
Schmidt, 2010; Damra et al., 2014; Kaysen et al., 2013; O’Donnell et al., 2014; Rodriguez, 2011; Schulz et al., 2006;
Valentine et al., 2017; Whealin et al., 2017). These steps included the use of focus groups, qualitative interviews,
and translation processes before recommending adaptations to the identified intervention.
Regarding consultation with stakeholders, the stakeholders mentioned as involved in the adaptation process
were most commonly local therapists delivering the treatment (Asukai et al., 2010; McMullen et al., 2013; Murray
et al., 2013; O’Callaghan et al., 2013; Rodriguez, 2011; Schulz et al., 2006; Valentine et al., 2017), or other
counsellors from the community (e.g., professionals from service organizations; tribal leaders, school teachers;
Bigfoot & Schmidt, 2010; Damra et al., 2014; Goodkind et al., 2010; Kaysen et al., 2013; O’Donnell et al., 2014;
Whealin et al., 2017). In four studies, the adaptation process included consultation with consumers of the treatment
(e.g. Bigfoot & Schmidt, 2010; Damra et al., 2014; O’Donnell et al., 2014; Whealin et al., 2017).
Four studies did not report whether stakeholders were involved in the adaptation process at all (Bass et al.,
2013; Lane et al., 2016; Schottelkorb et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2016). Therefore, where reported, the most common
involvement of stakeholders appears to be local therapists or counsellors with fewer studies engaging consumers.
In all but one study (Schottelkorb et al., 2012), training was provided for local professionals.

6.3 | Adaptation processes
Six studies (Damra et al., 2014; Kaysen et al., 2013; Murray et al., 2013; O’Donnell et al., 2014; Valentine et al.,
2017; Whealin et al., 2017) described iterative processes of adapting the therapy that included manual translation,
meetings with key stakeholders, training of local therapists, and pilot testing of the adapted interventions followed
by evaluation by the treatment stakeholders. Schulz et al. (2006) described a process with fewer steps that involved
translation of the materials and a feasibility study. Rodriguez (2011) indicated that cultural adaptations in their
study were based on Schulz’s work and consultation with the treatment developer. In three studies (Lane et al.,
2016; Schottelkorb et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2016), the process involved treatment trials, and researchers
determined whether therapies needed to be adapted according to the outcome data of these preliminary trials.
However, these studies do not mention whether there was regular consultation regarding adaptations with the trial
therapists. In contrast, McMullen et al. (2013) and O’Callaghan et al. (2013) described that the process consisted
solely of intervention testing, while the interventions were adapted by gathering regular feedback from the
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therapists who were delivering them. Similarly, Asukai et al. (2010) processes consisted of conducting a randomized
controlled trial (RCT) of a Western version of PE to trauma‐exposed individuals in Japan and the only adaptation
made before the trial was translating the manual. No further adaptations were made following the trial.
In two studies (Bigfoot & Schmidt, 2010; Goodkind et al., 2010), the process consisted of collaborations and
negotiations with local stakeholders to adapt the interventions. No testing of the intervention was described in
these papers.
In summary, 14 studies appeared to follow a bottom‐up stage model (data‐driven). Two studies relied on
consultations with local collaborators rather than a stage model, and in one study (Bass et al., 2013), the process
was not reported.

6.4 | Adaptations made to therapies
Nine studies described implementing deep structure cultural adaptations to the psychological interventions that
included modifying the content of the intervention to reflect cultural values. For example, some researchers made
changes in the conceptualization of trauma’s effects (e.g., added spiritual approach to trauma conceptualization;
Bigfoot & Schmidt, 2010; Goodkind et al., 2010), and added new content to sessions (Bigfoot & Schmidt, 2010;
Goodkind et al., 2010; Kaysen et al., 2013; Lane et al., 2016; Whealin et al., 2017). Other researchers described
adding additional sessions with family members (Damra et al., 2014; Goodkind et al., 2010; McMullen et al., 2013),
and adaptations related to the therapist, such as greater therapist self‐disclosure (Whealin et al., 2017), increased
visits with participants (O’Callaghan et al., 2013), and changes to the process of supervision and supervisor training
(Kaysen et al., 2013). Other adaptations included adding techniques or interventions that were observably in line
with the culture (e.g., relaxation techniques; Schulz et al., 2006). The eight studies that described surface level
cultural adaptations only included language translations, simplification or tailoring of materials and language (Bass
et al., 2013; Rodriguez, 2011; Schottelkorb et al., 2012; Schulz et al., 2006; Valentine et al., 2017), changes in
analogies (Murray et al., 2013; O’Donnell et al., 2014) and in visual materials (Wang et al., 2016).

7 | EFFICA CY OF ADAP TED I NT ERV ENT ION S
In 15 of the studies, the efficacy of the adapted version of treatment was evaluated. Evaluation methods varied
greatly, with some studies conducting RCTs (e.g., Asukai et al., 2010), and others applying single group design,
pretreatment and posttreatment assessments that did not control for potentially confounding factors, such as the
time spent with the therapist (e.g., Lane et al., 2016). Length of follow‐up time and other characteristics of research
methods (e.g., sample size, blinded assessors, assessment measure quality) also varied greatly. Overall,
improvements favouring the adapted intervention were noted in 14 of the studies (Asukai et al., 2010; Bass
et al., 2013; Damra et al., 2014; Goodkind et al., 2010; Kaysen et al., 2013; Lane et al., 2016; McMullen et al., 2013;
Murray et al., 2013; O’Callaghan et al., 2013; O’Donnell et al., 2014; Schulz et al., 2006; Valentine et al., 2017;
Wang et al., 2016; Whealin et al., 2017) and the efficacy of treatment did not seem to vary based on the stage
model or process used. In one study (Rodriguez, 2011), efficacy could not adequately be tested because of
problems with participant recruitment and retainment.

8 | D IS C U S S IO N
This study systematically reviewed research articles that describe the processes used to adapt trauma‐focused
CBTs to cultures outside of the ones in which they were developed. Seventeen studies that described aspects of
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this adaptation process were identified. This is a considerably small number of papers, given the increasing
popularity of applying EBTs cross‐culturally. Therefore, this review is somewhat atypical and mainly allows for
conclusions regarding the lack of knowledge in this area. The amount of information provided on the cultural
adaptation processes varied widely across studies, with some offering only minimal description, and others
describing comprehensive, multi‐stage processes (e.g., Damra et al., 2014; Valentine et al., 2017; Whealin et al.,
2017). Similarly, the study quality and comprehensiveness of the processes varied greatly across studies. In studies
where effectiveness of the adapted interventions was explored, outcomes appeared positive. However, there was a
great deal of variance across the study methodologies and quality. This review underscores that more research is
necessary on the process of cultural adaptations of trauma‐focused CBTs.
Although some studies used multiple sources of information to determine whether adaptations were necessary
(e.g., surveys, focus groups, literature reviews), in other studies, adaptations were determined based on
participating therapists’ clinical judgment (e.g. McMullen et al., 2013). Thus, our findings reflect the complexity of
cross‐cultural adaptation of psychotherapy. As some studies present clinical benefits of minor, surface adaptations
(e.g. Valentine et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2016), others present deeper changes to the original protocol (e.g.
Goodkind et al., 2010; Kaysen et al., 2013; Whealin et al., 2017) that seemed to turn the adapted version into an
almost new therapy, shaped in the spirit of the original one. As some protocols are more culturally sensitive than
others, it is interesting to note that we cannot conclude a major trend of changes in the more culturally “rigid”
protocols. For example, some major changes in CPT were described (Kaysen et al., 2013), as well as in TF‐CBT
(Bigfoot & Schmidt, 2010), which is a more culturally sensitive protocol. Moreover, the cultures where the therapies
were applied ranged in terms of how distinct they were from the original culture in which the therapy was
developed. It is possible that there may be differences in adaptation processes based on the magnitude of
difference between the cultures. To determine if the magnitude of difference influences the adaptation process,
future researchers could measure cultural similarity.
Given that there is a lack of RCT research in this field, we cannot conclude on the necessity or benefits of each
approach to deciding on whether adaptations were necessary. It seems that the task of choosing whether to make
changes to an original protocol is often left for clinicians. As clinicians who make these decisions might vary in their
knowledge, professional background, and attitudes toward EBTs, conclusions regarding a standard method for
cultural adaptations used across the literature of trauma‐focused CBTs are limited. Accordingly, this review
highlights the need for future studies to pay greater attention to the decision‐making process regarding cultural
adaptations, and the importance of its documentation. This information is important for future researchers who
plan to transport therapies to different cultural settings and can ultimately help to set a standard in the field for
best practice in transporting and adapting EBTs. One of the main conclusions that can be drawn from this paper is
that many researchers are not documenting these meaningful decisions in a way that sufficiently explains how
adaptations to trauma‐focused CBTs have been determined and tested.
An overarching objective of this study was to examine whether researchers followed stage models or other
recommended strategies in adapting trauma‐focused CBTs. We found only two studies that explicitly stated following a
theoretically proposed framework for cultural adaptations (Valentine et al., 2017; Whealin et al., 2017). In other studies,
it was unclear whether a guiding framework was used. This finding is potentially problematic for several reasons: When
little information is provided about the way a therapy was adapted, or whether the steps were systematic, it is unclear
whether the adaptations made to the therapy are warranted and whether they impact fidelity to the original protocol.
This could translate to unnecessary changes to a protocol, or impact on the efficacy of the treatment.
Regarding the types of cultural adaptations, half of the reviewed studies reported making deep structural
adaptations whereas the other half reported surface adaptations only. This finding is important in light of the lack of
information provided in some studies regarding the considerations that led to the choice of specific adaptations. For
example, Wang et al. (2016) reported that their decision‐making process was based on testing of the efficacy of
the treatment using quantitative measures. Yet, qualitative approaches to understanding whether there were positive
changes in outcomes for participants may be particularly important in culturally adapted therapies because quantitative
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measures may not be appropriate or valid in some cultural settings. Wang also included very little information about
the adaptation process, and how they made decisions about adaptations. Perhaps if more systematic approaches were
taken, the adaptations that were determined necessary may have differed and this could have potentially impacted the
efficacy of treatment. However, given the lack of information, this remains an unanswered question.
Gonzalez Castro et al. (2010) raise the question of whether cultural adaptations that were determined and made
through comprehensive processes such as stage models are more effective than those that stem from less systematic
approaches. In the current review, a majority of the included studies conducted some form of quantitative analysis to
determine whether the adapted intervention was associated with positive outcomes for participants. Each of these
studies found positive outcomes favoring the adapted intervention and this finding did not seem to vary based on
whether a stage model was followed. This could potentially suggest that following stage models does not seem to
influence outcomes. However, we suggest a more nuanced interpretation. First, this finding should be interpreted with
consideration of the variance in the methodology and quality of the included studies, and that most were not powered
or intended to be efficacy studies. The purpose of the current review was not to determine efficacy of culturally adapted
interventions but to provide researchers interested in cultural adaptations of trauma‐focused treatments a
comprehensive overview of the methods used in these field, and experiences of past research groups. Moreover,
qualitative methods that provide richer understanding of feedback from users and service providers may be particularly
important in this field given quantitative measures may not provide a full picture of outcomes and impacts of the
therapy or may not even be valid in the culture in which they are applied. In future, if papers with more detailed
descriptions of cultural adaptation processes are available, it will be important to examine whether following a
theoretical stage model is associated with better client outcomes for adapted psychotherapies.
Researchers and clinicians widely agree that contextual and cultural factors are crucial when considering
treatment approaches in the psychological aftermath of trauma (American Psychiatric Association, 2013; Nicolas,
Wheatley, & Guillaume, 2015). Barrera and Gonzalez‐Castro (2006) suggested that cultural adaptations are
justified under certain specific conditions: if unique risk and resilience factors exist, in case of unique symptoms of a
common disorder, or when a clinical intervention is provided for a particular subcultural group but turns out to be
ineffective. In the current review, few studies actually documented following these suggested reasons for cultural
adaptations. Consequently, in a majority of the reviewed studies, it seems that Western diagnosis of PTSD was
used to treat members of non‐Western cultures, without sufficiently considering the effects that the Western
values reflected in mental health treatment might have on these clients (Drozdek, 2015; Nicolas et al., 2015). EBTs
may also have a systematic structure that may not be in line with values of certain cultures, as was described in a
few of the reviewed articles (e.g. Bigfoot & Schmidt, 2010; Goodkind et al., 2010). Moreover, individuals from
non‐Western cultures may not want to engage in Westernized therapies at all and this needs to be respected first
and foremost before a therapy is even transported to a new setting. Again, these findings point to the importance of
future studies to investigate the efficacy of adapted psychotherapies.
Given the lack of information on how and why adaptations were made across most of the reviewed articles, it is also
unclear how much attention was paid to the differences between clients’ cultural background, and the original therapy’s
basic assumptions regarding psychological and emotional interventions. This approach seems to reflect a “one size fits
all” approach to trauma therapy, that has been questioned and criticized recently (Cloitre, 2015). This approach is based
on the assumption that what was found to be helpful under certain conditions (usually, the conditions of the
environment in which the clinical trial took place) will be efficacious for other conditions as well, and that facing
the traumatic event by talking and sharing it with others may lead to symptom relief. This assumption might be
inappropriate for many clients during different stages of their coping with posttraumatic aftermath (Nicolas et al., 2015),
who find it impossible or inappropriate to verbally share their traumatic experiences. For example, Herman (1997)
outlines three stages of trauma recovery and how individuals may be at different stages of readiness to work on their
trauma. The first stage, stabilization, refers to the task of establishing safety both in terms of emotional and physical
wellbeing (e.g., controlling substance use, control of emotions and thoughts) and one’s external environment (e.g., living
situation). The second stage, remembrance and mourning, involves telling one’s story of their traumatic event(s) and
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integrating those experiences into their broader life story with the overarching goal of processing the traumatic event
(s). This integration inevitably contributes to grief, as the individual mourns the losses and feels the pain associated with
their trauma(s). When the trauma(s) have been processed and the individual has mourned the associated traumatic
losses, the tasks are to rebuild life in the present and plan for the future. The third stage, reconnection with ordinary life,
refers to these tasks that include rebuilding relationships and forming new ones, and returning to pursuing one’s
aspirations or developing new ones. These stages are not linear. Some individuals may remain at the stabilization stage
rather than moving through to processing and reconnection while some may move back and forth between the stages.
An individual’s progression through these stages can vary based on individual and cultural factors (Herman, 1997). Thus,
it is possible that some individuals from some cultures may not benefit from the approaches used in Westernized EBTs
for PTSD depending on their stage of trauma recovery. However, that remains a question for future research.
In terms of determining the necessity for cultural adaptations, future researchers should consider following a
theoretical model. Following a stage model provides an opportunity for replication and standardization of the cultural
adaptation process. This stage should also involve mixed methods approaches including qualitative and quantitative
methods to obtain valid and comprehensive assessment of whether cultural adaptations are necessary. To assure a
comprehensive consideration of whether cultural adaptations are at all necessary, it would be best to obtain a bottom‐top
research as well.
The current review has several strengths including a systematic approach to reviewing the existing literature on
cultural adaptations of trauma‐focused CBTs. The issue of culturally adapting trauma‐focused treatments specifically, is
important given the high prevalence of trauma exposure worldwide (Shalev et al., 2017; Van Ameringen et al., 2008).
Unlike other occurring mental health problems (e.g., schizophrenia, depression), PTSD has a clear index event(s) and this
can be an impetus for foreign involvement. For example, following trauma that affects communities (e.g., war, natural
disaster), it is not uncommon for international groups (e.g., the Red Cross) to intervene in an effort to provide support.
Understanding how interventions for trauma, developed outside of the culture for which they are being implemented,
have been applied and adapted for these communities is a pivotal and pressing issue. Such understanding is critical to
inform future researchers and clinicians on how these efforts can be improved to better fit the needs of the trauma‐
affected population and has the potential to save resources and maximize gains.
This article should also be considered in light of some limitations. First, only 17 articles were identified, and this is a
major limitation of the literature. Although relevant databases were searched and gray literature was reviewed, there
could be researchers or clinicians adapting therapies for other cultures who do not publish their processes. The efficacy
of the adapted treatments in the included studies where examined appeared to be positive. However, this finding should
be interpreted with caution in light of the variance across the studies in terms of study quality and methods, and how
much detail was provided on the adaptation processes. There is also a likelihood of a file drawer effect. In future, when
more research in this area is published, review papers could examine potential moderators of intervention efficacy
related to the cultural adaptation process (e.g., whether a systematic, documented, stage model was used to adapt
therapy). Relatedly, another potential limitation is that this review examined each of the included studies against
recommended stage models. However, the influence of these stage models on treatment efficacy or appropriateness is
still relatively unknown. In addition, due to limited resources, non‐English literature was excluded in the current study.
There could be additional articles on cultural adaptations that are published in various non‐English languages and future
research should attempt to include such studies to ensure comprehensiveness. This review is aimed at offering a
summary of the state of the literature on cultural adaptation processes in trauma‐focused CBTs to guide researchers
and clinicians on potential areas of improvement for future adaptations.
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